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INTRODUCTION 
This work consists of the simplification of two central points of 
Kasparov’s paper 141: the homotopy invariance of the “Ext” bifunctor [ 4, 
Sect. 6, Theorem 11 and the associativity of the Kasparov (intersection) 
product 14, Sect. 4, Theorem 41. 
The proof of homotopy invariance given here, is based upon the following 
remark: the Kasparov product may be defined for the groups where only 
“operatorial homotopy” is allowed (Theorem 12). When looking at it 
carefully, one sees that this proof is very similar to the one given by 
Kasparov in 141, but, I believe that it may seem more conceptual. 
The associativity of the Kasparov product is seen through the notion of 
connexion introduced in 12, Appendix A]. Both of these proofs use in a 
crucial manner the technical part of Kasparov’s work 
Theorem 4 therein. 
4. Sect. 3 1, especially 
NOTATION 
All gradings are Z/2 gradings. All tensor products are graded and 
minimal (spatial) tensor products. All commutators are graded commutators 
((a,bI=ab-(-1) anabba, where aa is the degree of a). The reference for 
graded Hilbert C*-modules, endomorphisms, compact endomorphisms of 
Hilbert C*-modules, graded tensor products, etc, is 14, Sects. 1, 2) (see also 
(3 I). As in (4 1 if B is a graded Hilbert C*-module Y(F) (resp. Y?(V)) 
denotes the graded C*-algebra of endomorphisms (resp. compact 
endomorphisms) of 8. 
If x is an element of a graded C*-algebra, or a graded Hilbert C*-module, 
.Y = X(O) + x(i) represents its decomposition in the even and odd parts. The 
grading operator (resp. the grading automorphism) of a graded C*-module 
(resp. C*-algebra) is the operator X(O) +x(i) +x(O) -x(I). If A is a graded 
C*-algebra, x denotes the graded C*-algebra with an added unit of degree 0. 
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Let us begin by recalling Kasparov’s Theorem 4 of 14, Sect. 31, in the 
form it will be used several times here. Let B be a graded C*-algebra and g 
a countably generated graded Hilbert C*-module over B. 
THEOREM 1 ]4, Sect. 3, Theorem 41. Let E,, E, c Y(a) be graded 
subalgebras jr c Y’(8) a graded vector subspace. Assume that: 
(i) E, has a countable approximate unit and X(8) c E,, 
(ii) jr, E, are separable, 
(iii) E, + E, c ,X(8), Is’, E,] c E, . 
Then there exist M, N of degree 0 (for the grading) such that 
M+N=l, M> 0, N>O, 
MS E, cX(S), N . E, c OX, [f, M] cX(8). 
(Notice that B being countably generated, Z’(a) has a countable approx- 
imate unit.) 
Let us also recall the basic definitions and notations of the KK groups [4, 
Sect. 4, Definitions l-3 ]. 
DEFINITION 2. (1) Let A, B be graded C*-algebras. An A, B bimodule 
is a countably generated graded Hilbert C*-module 8’ over B acted upon by 
A through a grading preserving * homomorphism A -+ Y(8). 
(2) A Kasparov A, B bimodule is a pair (a, F), where 8 is an A, B 
bimodule, FE P(8) is of degree 1 and satisfies 
Vu E A, [a,&‘] E.F’@‘), a(F2 - 1) E x(a), a(F - F*) E Z(8). 
IE(A, B) denotes the set of all Kasparov A, B bimodules. 
(3) A Kasparov A, B bimodule (8, F) will be said to be degenerate iff 
[a, F] = a(F* - 1) = a(F - F*) = 0, V a E A. %‘(A, B) denotes the set of 
degenerate Kasparov A, B bimodules. 
(4) An operatorial homotopy through Kasparov bimodules, is a 
homotopy (a, F,), where t + F, is norm continuous. 
(5) An element of [E(A, B @ C([O, 11)) is given by a family 
(8(;, F,) E LE(A, B) which will be called a homotopy between (gong, F,) and 
(4 3 F, 1. 
(6) The addition of two Kasparov bimodules (kYI, F,) (g*;, FJ is 
defined by (E; , FJ 0 (G, F2) = (gl 0 &, F, 0 FJ. 
(7) The set KK(A, B) is defined as the quotient of IE(A, B) by the 
equivalence relation given by homotopy. 
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(8) The set A%(A,B) is defined as the quotient of E(A, B) by the 
equivalence relation generated by addition of elements of P’(A, B) and 
operatorial homotopy. 
Remark 3. (a) If (P. F) E G’(A,B) then (P,F) is homotopic to the 
Kasparov bimodule (0, 0), because (F @ C,,(lO, 1)) F @ 1) E 
1: (A, B 0 C((0, I])). 
(b) The definition given here of KK(A, B) is different from the one 
given in 14. Sect. 4 Definition 31. However, using the stabilization theorem 
13, Theorem 21 these two definitions coincide when B has a countable 
approximate unit. 
One has 
PROPOSITION 4 (4, Sect. 4, Theorem 1 J. KK(.4. B) and &%(A, B) are 
abelian groups when equipped with addition as in Definition 2(6). KK(A, B) 
is a quotient of Kx(A. B). 
Proof: The second assertion follows from Remark 3(a). For the first one. 
we just recall that -(Y”, F) = (-KY, -UFU-‘), where -/ is the same Hilbert 
B module with opposite grading. U E r/k(“, -z) is the identity, and the 
action of ,4 is given by aUr= U(a(a)T). where c1 is the grading 
automorphism of A). Then 
I cos 8 . F sin t3U-- ’ sin B U -cos BUFU ’ I ’ HE 10. n/2\ 
defines an operatorial homotopy joining (V. F) @ (-(8. F)) to a degenerate 
element. I 
We may notice that if (lc. F) and (F’. F’) are unitarily equivalent 14, 
Sect. 4. Definition 2 1, then (F, F) @ (-(V’, F’)) is operatorially homotopic 
to a degenerate element. Hence the classes of (i’. F) and (6’. F’) in k% and 
KK coincide. 
FUNCTORIAL PROPERTY 5. (1) Let f: Az 3 A, be a homomorphism of 
graded C*-algebras. Let (V, F) be a Kasparov A,, B bimodule. Then 3 may 
be looked at as an A ?, B bimodule f *P through the A, action A ? +’ A , .* 
i (7). This defines a map f *: E(A,, B) ---t L(A>, B), f*(F. F) = (f “8, F). 
(2) Let g: B, --f B, be a homomorphism of graded C*-algebras. and 
(f.F)Ei!(A,B,). Then put g*(Z,F)=(P&RIBz,F@l) 14, Sects. 2.81. 
This defines a map g, : E(A, BI> + E(A, B,). (Note that as & is countably 
generated. the same holds for P OR, B,). 
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(3) Both of these maps pass to the quotients KK and K”ic. We keep the 
notations f *, g, for these quotient homomorphisms. 
(4) For a graded C*-algebra D with a countable approximate unit one 
defines the map rg: E&4, B) + E(A 6 D, B & D) by putting t,(g”, F) = 
(k@D, FG 1). 
Again this map passes to the quotients KK and K%, and gives 
homomorphisms still called r,. One has obviously [4, Sect. 4, Theorem 3). 
PROPOSITION 6. The bifunctor KK(A, B) is homotopy invariant in both 
entries. 
The homotopy invariance theorem given here is in fact the equality 
KK = K%. 
LEMMA 7. Let (k?‘, F) be a Kasparov A, B bimodule. Let f: D, + D, be a 
homomorphism of graded C*-algebras. 
(a) Zf D, and D, are unital, and f(1) = 1, then 
f*(Q% F)) =f&,,(W)) 
(b) In general, this equality holds in KK(A 6 D,, B 0 D,). 
Proof: (a) is obvious. 
(b) Put J= D, gDJwD,; it is the right ideal in D, generated by f(D,). 
Then f*(r,,(a, F)) = (8’ &. .Z, F 0 1) and f*(rD,(8, F)) = (8 0, D,, F 0 1). 
Let 8’ be the D,, D, 0 C([O, 11) bimodule 8’ 5 D, @ C([O, l]), 
8’ = {f: [0, l] + D, If(l) E .Z). Then (8 0, E’, F 0 1) E (A 0 D,, 
B 6 D, 0 C([O, 1 I>> realizes a homotopy between f*(rD,(8, F)) and 
f&,(6 F)). fl 
DEFINITION 8 [2. Appendix, Definition A. 11. Let 8’* be a D, B 
bimodule. Let gI be a Hilbert D module. Put B = 8, 8, gz. Let F, E Y(8J. 
An element F E 4”(a) is said to be an F, connexion for gI iff V ( E 8,) 
T, E 5?(8*, a) being defined by T,(q) = < 0 n E 8. 
Let us gather some easy results about connexions in 
PROPOSITION 9 [2, Appendix, Proposition A.21. (a) Zf F, satisj?es 
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[F, , d 1 E Y(@, V d E D, then there exists an F, connexion for any countab&x 
generated 7,. 
(b) If F is an F, connexion, then F* (resp. F(O), F”‘) is an Ff (resp. 
F’(O) F”‘) connexion. 1’ 2 
(c) If F is an F, connexion and F’ is an Fl connexion, then F + fi.’ 
(resp. FF’) is an F, + Fi (resp. F, + Fi) connexion. 
(d) The space of 0 connexions for %, is S2 = i T 6 2”(F) / V.u E 
X(V,) 0 1, TX E.?Y(P), xTE.R(8)}. 
(e) If F is an F2 connexion for some F,, then 1 F, x] E iy (7 1. 
VxE.R(7,)& 1. 
(f) If [F,, d] = 0, V d E D, 1 0 F, makes sense in Y’(V), and 1 &Z FI 
is an F, connexion. Moreover for any T E Y(ljE), 1 T 0 1, 1 & F2 ] = 0. 
(g) If F, E Y(F2) and FE Y(U) are normal and F is an F, 
connexion. f(F) is an f (F,) connexion (f: ‘C + >,‘ continuous). 
(h) If (22, F,) is a Kasparov D, B bimodule and 8, is countabl~~ 
generated, and if F is an F, connexion of degree 1, then (?‘, F) is a Kasparol, 
R (7,) 0 1, B bimodule. 
(i) Assume F2 is a D, E bimodule and z3 is an E. B bimodule. Let 
FE J’ (F, & F2 0, x3$>, F E -;“(& 0, Fl), F, E J”(“~). 
If F2 is an F, connexion fbr F2 and F is an Fz connexion for f, . then F is at? 
F, connexion for 7, @I,> F2. 
Recall that the proof of (a) is an easy consequence of the stabilization 
theorem [ 2, Theorem 21: If f; = PFfi, where P E x( X$) is--a degree 0 
projection, then F, @ Fz = (P @ 1) . ( Ffi ofi F1) = (P @,, I )(X @,r F1). Then 
(P &,, l)( 1 & F,)(P 0, 1) is an F, connexion (the grassmann connexion). 
The other statements are obvious. 
DEFINITION 10 12, Appendix, Theorem A.31. Let A, B, D be graded C*- 
algebras (F,, F,) E [E(A, D), (Fz, F,) E [i(D, B). Call % the A, B bimodule 
f, $$,, I;Tz. The pair (8, F), FE Y’(U) is called a Kasparov product of (7’. F, 1 
by (rz. F2) (one writes FE F, #[) F,) if and only if 
(a) (Cr. F) is a Kasparov A, B bimodule (Definition 2(2)). 
(b) F is an F, connexion, 
(c) duEA, a[F,G 1, F]a*>O modulo X(F). 
Note that /, , Fz being countably generated, P is countably generated. 
We will need 
LEMMA Il. Let r be an A, B bimodule. Let F. F’ E Y (F) be such that 
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(~,F)EIE(A,B), (g,F’)ElE(A,B), and VaEA, a[F,F”]a*>O modulo 
X(8). Then (8, F) and (8, F’) are operutorially homotopic. 
ProoJ Let 67 be the subalgebra of Y(W) 
and J be the ideal of 67 
J= (TE (w/Tu EX’(B),Va EA}. 
Then [F, F’] E fl and is positive module J. Write [F, F’] = P + K, where 
P E @!, P > 0, and K E J; P and K being of degree 0. Note that as F2 - 1 
and F12- 1 E J, [F, P] and [F’, P] E J. Put F, = (1 + cos t e sin tP)-“2 
(cos tF + sin tF’) (t E [0, D/2]). Then F, E 91, Ft - F;” E J, and F: - 1 E J. 
Hence (8, F,) realizes the desired operatorial homotopy. b 
Note that in the above proof it is enough to assume that [F, F’] > A 
modulo J, where 1 E R, ;I > -2. 
THEOREM 12 [4, Sect. 4, Theorem 4; 2, Theorem A.3). Assume A is 
separable, (8,) F,) is a Kasparov A, D bimodule, (~9~) F2) is a Kasparov D, B 
bimodule. 
(a) There exists a Kasparov product (8, F) of (Z,, F,) by (&, F,) 
unique up to operatorial homotopy. 
(b) The map (&, F,), (Z2;, F,) + (8, F) passes to the quo?ents, and 
defines maps KK(A, D) @ KK(D, B) + KK(A, B) and KK(A, D) @ 
K%(D, B) --t K%(A, B). The quotient maps are noted On, (x, y) -+ x @b y. 
Proof. (a) Existence. Let G E Y(a), of degree 1, be an F, connexion 
(Proposition 9(a)). Put E, =.R (gr) 6 1 +.X’(a) and let E, be the 
subalgebra of p(8) generated by (G’ - l), [G, a] (a E A), G-G”, 
[G, F, 0 11. Let .Sr be the vector space spaned by F 0 1, G, A. One checks 
that Theorem 1 applies to give M and N such that, 
M+N= 1, ME, c .37 (a), NE, c X(8), [M,3-] c.x(a). 
Then put F = M1”(F1 6 1) + N”‘G. Then (8, F) is obviously seen to be a 
Kasparov A, B bimodule. Note that M is a zero-connexion 
(Proposition 9(d)). As [F, 0 1, M] E.X(&?), M1”(FI 0 1) is also a zero- 
connexion. And, hence (Proposition 9(c) and (g)) F is an F, connexion. 
Finally (F,$$ l,F] =M1j2[F1 & 1, F, 0 I] mod.X(8) and hence 
a[F, 0 1, Flu* = 2aM’12(Fi 0 l)a* modX(8) = 2aM”‘a* modX(8). 
Thus FEF,#,F,. 
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Uniqueness. Let F, F’ E f1 #D F,. Put E, = K(c?,) &I 1 + .f (V). E2 z 
subalgebra generated by [Fl @ 1, F], [F, @ 1, F’], F - F’. .Y- = vector space 
generated by A, F, 0 1, F, F’. Then take M, N satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 and put F” = M”‘(F, 0 1) + N”*F. One has (8, F”) E LL(A, B) 
and V’a E A, a[F, F”]a* > 0 mod.Y(P) and a[F’. F”]a* > 0 mod iv(T). 
The conclusion follows by Lemma 11. 
(b) Let (g,, F,) E !!(A, D @ C([O, 11)) be a homotopy. Let (F, F) be a 
Kasparov product of (p,, F,) by r( .,,o,l, ,(&, F2). Then. (8, F) realizes a 
homotopy between a Kasparov product of (Fy, Fy) by (&>, F,) and a 
Kasparov product of (ai, F:) by (gZ. F,). In the same way. if 
(F*, F,) E n(D, B @ C((0, 11)) is a homotopy, a Kasparov product of 
(7, , F,) by (g2, F,) realizes a homotopy between a Kasparov product of 
(F1, F,) by (8’:, Fi) and a Kasparov product of (8, .F’,) by (I”:, F{). This 
carries over the KK case. 
If (F1, F,) is degenerate, then (F, F, 0 1) E ‘s‘(A, B) and is operatorially 
homotopic to any Kasparov product of (F, . F,) by (F2, Fz) by Lemma 11. If 
(F2, F,) is degenerate, then 1 0 F, has an obvious meaning in Y (8, 0 ,) (cJ 1. 
and satisfies the conditions to be a (degenerate) Kasparov product of 
(8,) F,) by (8*. F,) (Proposition 9(f)). 
Let (<., Ff) (I E [0, 11, i = 1, 2) be operatorial homotopies. Let G’. 
I E 10, I], be a norm continuous family such that each G’ is an Fi connexion 
for %, . -(Such a family exists; take, e.g.. the “grassmann connexions” 
G’ = (P 0,) l)( 1 0, Fi)(P 0, 1) for some trivialization 2, = POE.) Put 
E, =.8 (8,) 0 1 + .iv(V) (zY(Y)). E, = the C*-algebra generated by 
] G’. A ], (Gf - I), G, - G:, [F’ & 1, G’], t E 10. 1 ]. F = the subspace 
generated by A, F{ 0 1, G’, t E [0, 11. One checks that Theorem 1 applies. 
Let M, N satisfy the conclusions of this theorem. Then (8. M”‘(F{ &$ 1) + 
N’,*G’) is the desired operatorial homotopy. 1 
PROPOSITION 13 (Functoriality of the Kasparov product). (a) Zf ii, and 
A2 are separable, f: A2 + A, is a homomorphism x, E KK(A , , D1. 
x2 E KK(D, B) (or k%), then j-*(x,) 0, x2 =f*(x, ~23” x2). 
(b) If h: D,zD, is a homomorphsim x, E KK(A, D,), 
x2 E KK(D,, B) (or KK), then h*(x,) @I~, x2 =x, @lo, h*(x2). 
&) If g: B, --t B, is a homomorphism x, E KK(A. D), x2 E KK(D. B,) 
(or KK), fhefi g*(x, Oa x2) = xl On g,(x,). 
Prooj (a) If (8,) F,) E [E(A,, D) and (F2, F,) E Go (D, B), then one has 
f*F, #oFJcf*(F,)#,F,. 
(b) If (F,,F,) E E(A, D,), (F2, F,) E IL(D2, B), then one has 
h:,(F,) 6: F, = F, 6, h*(F,). 
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(c) If (&, F,) E E(A, D), (g2;, FJ E E(D, B,), then one has 
g*(F, %I F2) = F, #D g*(F,)* I 
Let A,,A, be separable. Let x, E KK(A , , Bd 0 0)) (resp. 
Km,,Qtm and x,EKK(DGA,,B,) (resp. KE(D@A,,B,)). 
Consider the product rA2(x,) @e,,D,a, i*(rg,(xJ) (i:_B, + B, is- inclusion). 
One sees that it gives in fact an element of KK(A i @ A,, B, @ BJ (resp. 
K%(A, 6 A,, B, 6 B2)). This, because, if (a, I;) is a Kasparov bimodule 
which defines this product, one has 
DEFINITION 15. The Kasparov product x, @,x2 is defined a_s the 
element of KK(A, 0 A,, B, 0 B2) (resp. KK(A, &A,, B, @ B2)) 
corresponding to the Kasparov product rA,(xL) &,,~D~A2 i*(r,-,(x1)). 
Remark 16. (a) If B, has a countable approximate unit, rB1(x2) makes 
sense and one has x, OD x2 = rA2(x1) @BI~D~Az sB,(xl). 
(b) More generally, one may take, instead of g, any algebra with coun- 
table approximate unit in which B, is an ideal. The result will not change. 
PROPOSITION 16 (Part of [4, Theorem 4.41). The product x1 OD x2 is 
bilinear, contravariantly finctorial in A,, and covariantly functorial in B, 
and B,. Moreover, it is contravariantly functorial in A, in KK and with 
respect to unital maps in K%. If h:D,+D2, x, EKK(A,,B,gD,), 
x,EKK(D,@A,,B,) ( or in the corresponding Kx) h,(x,) ODzxz = 
x2 00, h*W 
ProoJ Follows obviously from Proposition 13. The A, functoriality uses 
Lemma 7. I 
Let 1 E K%(C, C)(=KK(C, C)) be given by the 6, C bimodule C, trivially 
(zero) graded and the zero operator. 
PROPOSITION 17 [4, Sect. 4, Theorem 51. Let A be separable, 
x E KK(A, B) or K%(A, B). Then x Oa, 1 = x. If A is unital, then 1 Oc x = x. 
In general, this equality holds in KK(A, B). 
ProoJ: That x @c 1 =x is obvious. Assume A is unital. Let (a, F) be a 
Kasparov A, B bimodule, and let P E Y(B) be the image of 1 E A. The 
product 1 @c (8, J’) is given by (PC!?, PFP). But (a, F) is operatorially 
homotopic to (a, PFP) = (PC?, PFP) + ((1 -P) 8,O) (this last term being 
degenerate). Let (8, F) E E(A, B) (A non unital). One may extend the action 
on B to 2 sending 1 E 2 to 1 E Y(8). (This does not in general give a 
Kasparov A”, B bimodule!) 
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Let Y’ be the A,J@ C([O, I]) bimodule, P’ CA”@ C((0, l]), %-’ = 
{f: [O, l] +X, f(l)EA}. Put g=8’@nmccro,U, (g@C([O, 11)). Let 
~E~(~)beanFOlconnexionfor8’.Then(P,F)EE(A,BOC([O,lI)) 
and (F’, F’) is a Kaparov product 1 Or (F, F) and (F;““. F”) is operatorially 
homotopic to (7, F). 1 
Now let f, : C( [O, 11) + (I: be evaluation at time t. 
LEMMA 18. One has f$(l)=fT(l) in KX(C([O, 1]), C). 
We do not want to get into the proof. It is a consequence of “homotopy 
invariance” in the abelian case, for the Ext functor [ 1, Theorem 2.141 see, 
also, [ 4, Sect. 6, Theorem 1, beginning of proof]. 
THEOREM 19 (Homotopy ifivariance [4, Sect. 6, Theorem 1 ]. Assume A 
is separable. Then, the map KK(A, B) + KK(A, B) is an isomorphism. 
Proof: Jet (F”‘, F’) E (A, B @ C([O, 11)) be a homotopy. Let x be its 
class in KK(A, B @ C([O, I])). Let X, be the class of (g?‘, F’) in &(A, B). 
One has 
x,=&(x>=fo*(x)@, 1 (Proposition 17) 
=xoc(,o,l,,fcw) (Proposition 16) 
=x@c(,o,,,,f:u) (Lemma 18) 
x,. 
Let us recall 
PROPOSITION 20 [4, Sect. 4, Theorem 41. The Kasparov product 
satisfies the following commutation relations with the functor r,, : 
(4 ~DJXJ OL+on&* b,(X,> = Xl 00 x2 (xEKK(A,,B&D&D), 
y E KK(D 6$ Dz 0 A,, B,); A,, A,, D, separable, D, with countable approx- 
imate unit). 
(b). ~&I 00 4 = b,(Xl> 00 &I, sn,(x2) (x, E KK(A , , B, 0 D), x2 E 
KK(D 0 A z, B,); A,, A,, D, separable). 
Proof: It follows from Definition 15 and Remark 16. m 
Let us now pass to associativity: 
THEOREM 21 (Part of 14, Sect. 4, Theorem 41. Let A!, AZ, A,, D, be 
separable and let x, E KK(A,, B, 0 D,), x2 E KK(D, 0 A,, B, 0 Dz). 
-x3 E KK(D, 0 A,, BJ. Then (x, Oa, -r,> OD2 x3 =x1 O,, (x2 On2x3). 
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ProoJ Put A=Al&A,&A3, D=B,&D,&A,&A,, E=B,&B,& 
D, @A,, B=B,GB,GB,. Replace the xts by Kasparov bimodules 
- representing them. Let i, : B 1 + B, , i : B, + g, be the inclusions and put z 
(6 3 FJ = G,~&J E W D>, 
(6, F,) = i3,-,g,,(x2) E W, El, 
(4, FJ = iftg,~&q> E W, B). 
Due to Proposition 20, Theorem 21 is a consequence of 
LEMMA 22. Let A be separable (8,) F,) E [E(A, D), (&;, FJ E [E(D, E), 
(FJ3, F3) E IE(E, B). Take G, E F, #D F, and HE G, #E F,. Assume that 
F, #_ F, is nonempty and G, E F, #$ F,. Take then FE F, #E G,. Then 
(g, a0 c?~ 6, &, F) and (8, 0, ~5~ 0, gI, H) are operatorially homotopic. 
Notice that G, and H are unique up to norm homotopy by Theorem 12, 
but G, and hence F are not apriori unique. Notice also that for the proof of 
Theorem 2 1, we know that F, #E F, # 0 because (~5’~) F, and (c%‘~, F3) are of 
the form r,, of something, for which Theorem 12 applies. 
Proof of Lemma. Put 8; = 8,& &;, 8; = & 0, Z3, 8 = 8,0,8; = 
a; GJ gj. As G, is an F, connexion for 8, and F is a G, connexion, 
[G, @ 1, F] is an [F, 0 1, G,] connexion for 8,. To see this, write 
&FOG,EY(~~~;), C? = G, @ F, E Y’(Z’; 0 &). 
Then V(ECF~;, [[~,‘,~l],?C]=[~@l, [~,‘,~]]-[[~~,Goll,~]. The 
first term belongs to X(8 @ 8;) because F is a G, connexion. Also 
[FC,,C?& l]EX(~~@~~)~ 1, and hence [[F[,C?& I],~]E.X’(B@~;) 
because F is an F, connexion for (8; @ 8J (Proposition 9(i) and (e)). Hence 
[G, @ 1, F] is a 0 connexion for 8; (Proposition 9(i)) and [G, 0 1, F] - 
Re[G, 0 1, F] + is a 0 connexion for ~7~ (Proposition 9(g)). 
Put E, =Z((a) + Z’(8r) 0, 1 +X(8;) 0, 1 c 5F(S). E, = subalgebra 
of Y(8) generated by ([G, 6 1, F] - Re[G, 0 1, F]+), [F, 0, 1, F]. 
.F = subspace of &Y(Z) generated by F, F, 6 1, G 0 1, A. 
We may apply Theorem 1. Let M, N satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 1. 
Put F’ = M1’*(FI 0 1) + N”*F. Then (8, F’) E lE(A, B) and Va E A, 
a[F, F’]a* > 0 mod .%‘(a). Hence (a, F) and (8, F’) are operatorially 
homotopic (Lemma 11). On the other hand, V a E A, a[F’, G, 0 l]a* > 0 
mod Y?‘(Z) and F’ is an F, connexion for a;. Hence F’ E G, 8, F, . 1 
Remark 23. Let (Z’r;, F1) fZ IE(A,, B,), (g2, FJ E LE(A,, B,), where A,, A, 
are separable. Let B be the A, 0 A,, B, $$ B, bimodule c!?, OC gz. Using [4, 
Sect. 3, Theorem 31, one finds M, N E Y(8) of degree 0, M> 0, N > 0, 
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M+N= 1, such that M(Z-(ZI))O l)~.fl(kF), N(lA&./Y(F2)5.iY(Y), and 
[M,A] c.R(Z), [M, I;, @ I] E .T’(iT), [M, 1 @ F, ] E R(U). Then 
M”‘(F, 0 1) + N”‘(1 OF,) is a Kasparov product of (7,) F,) by (F2, F,) 
and also a Kasparov product of (F2, F,) by (F, . F,). 
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